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Short Paper
Immersion and Invariance-Based Output Feedback Control of
Air-Breathing Hypersonic Vehicles
Zhen Liu, Xiangmin Tan, Ruyi Yuan, Guoliang Fan, and Jianqiang Yi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new output feedback control design for robust
velocity and altitude tracking of an air-breathing hypersonic
vehicle (AHSV) is presented in this paper. The control scheme is
performed on the assumption that only partial states of AHSV
are measurable. The key idea is to employ the immersion and
invariance approach to design globally asymptotically stable
observers for the unmeasurable states. For controller design, the
whole control architecture is constructed using dynamic surface
control, based on the decomposition of the longitudinal dynamics
of AHSV into velocity and altitude subsystems. Stability analysis is
presented using the Lyapunov theory. Representative simulations
are carried out on the high-ﬁdelity model, which illustrate the
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed scheme.
Note to Practitioners—This paper was motivated by the fact that
certain states of AHSVs are difﬁcult to measure accurately in real
time during the hypersonic ﬂight. The attitude angles, including
angle of attack and ﬂight-path angle, are usually quite small and
vary dramatically, which makes their measurements costly and
difﬁcult. Hence, a signiﬁcant need for output feedback control of
AHSVs using only the states corresponding to velocity, altitude
and pitch rate actually exists. Existing approaches to address this
problem are based mainly on a linearized AHSV under a trimmed
point. In this paper, an observer-based output feedback control design directly on the nonlinear version of AHSV is presented. Observers using immersion and invariance theory are proposed to estimate the unmeasurable states, thus reconstruct the full states of
the system. Then, observer-based dynamic surface control is performed on the reconstructed system. The validity of the proposed
control strategy is illustrated through comparative simulation to
the full-state control system as well as robustness veriﬁcation simulation.
Index Terms—Hypersonic vehicle, immersion and invariance
theory, output feedback control, tracking control.

A

I. INTRODUCTION

IR-BREATHING hypersonic ﬂight (AHF) has received tremendous attention since supersonic-combustion ramjet (scramjet)
was ﬁrst brought forward in the 1950s. The sustained interest in this
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technology grows out of the advantages it offers. Reliable and affordable access to space and the ability of prompt global strike are the two
major mission goals for AHF [1], [2]. Moreover, it can also easily translate to improve the capability of tactical and strategic reconnaissance,
civil transportation and readily space launching [3]–[5]. Therefore, the
completion of a full scale operational air-breathing hypersonic vehicle
(AHSV) is a quite attractive task within the aerospace community.
Many research programs have been established for AHF during
the past decades and several milestones have been made since then.
The most recent one is the successful ﬂight of the U.S. Air Force’s
X-51A scramjet engine demonstrator made in May 2013. Despite
such achievements, these programs have also shown the necessity
to advance some key technologies among which is the ﬂight control system design. To optimize propulsion system performance,
airframe-integrated engine concept is widely preferred in AHSV
conﬁguration [6], [7]. Nevertheless, this conﬁguration results in strong
interactions between the aerodynamics and the propulsion system.
Considerable uncertainty due to the complex plant characteristics and
drastic variation of the ﬂight condition, as well as signiﬁcant structural
ﬂexibility from the aerothermoelastic effects [2], should also be
addressed by the control engineers. Another vital problem lies in the
difﬁculty in measuring the aerodynamic characteristics of AHSV [8],
[9]. Such characteristics are sensitive to changes in ﬂight condition
and vary dramatically during hypersonic ﬂight. Accurate and real-time
measurements for certain states of the vehicle are usually difﬁcult. All
of these make the control system design of AHSV highly challenging,
particularly the case in which only partial states of the vehicle can be
obtained.
Conventionally, gain schedule is widely used to deal with varying
aircraft dynamics in practice. For this approach, the aircraft model
is linearized at a number of operating points ﬁrst, and then a corresponding controller is designed for each linearized model. Finally,
an interpolation law between these controllers is formulated in ﬂight.
For the linearized model, several research efforts are available in
the literature [4], [10]–[13]. However, such scheme is quite complex for the large envelope of AHSV, and it can only guarantee the
stability of the closed-loop system at the distinct points. Reference
[7] utilized a linear parameter-varying (LPV) framework to address
this problem. But the LPV models in [7] are relatively simplistic
as they only depend on temperature. When other parameter variations are considered, this procedure would become intractable again.
Therefore, many control schemes attempted design directly on the
nonlinear version of the AHSV model to avoid the need for gain
schedule. A large group of these schemes are proposed based on an
inner–outer loop structure, in which the inner loop is usually designed
using feedback linearization and the outer loop is designed to meet
the performance requirements. Various control techniques, such as
sliding mode [8], [14], linear quadratic regulator [15], fuzzy adaptive
[16] and neural network [17], have been employed in the design of
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the outer loop controller. The key problem of this inner–outer loop
scheme is that the global stability of such designed control system
usually cannot be guaranteed [18]. To avoid this problem, adaptive
backstepping method is used in some literature [19]–[22]. Although
with this method system stability can be directly guaranteed by employing Lyapunov theory, it suffers from the problem of “explosion
of terms” [23], [24]. Moreover, the constraints on the inputs are not
taken into account. Focusing on these issues, several studies using
dynamic surface control are reported as [25] and [26].
However, all the aforementioned results are obtained under the assumption that the full states of AHSV are available for measurement.
Unfortunately, this assumption may be false in an actual hypersonic
ﬂight [8]. Therefore, it is of interest to address the case in which only a
part of the AHSV states are measurable. For this problem, an intuitive
way is to design an exponentially convergent observer for each unmeasurable state and replace them in a globally stabilizing state feedback control law by their estimates, as done in [8] and [9]. Yet this
scheme, known as the separation principle, does not always hold for
nonlinear systems. The restriction would be overcome if the state feedback controller could guarantee the closed-loop system either input-tostable with respect to the observer errors [27]. Constate stable or
sidering this principle, [28] proposed an observer-based output feedback backstepping control for AHSV, with the stability analysis of the
closed-loop system using small gain theorem. Note, however, that the
AHSV model selected in [28] lacks enough ﬁdelity required to capture
much of the hypersonic ﬂight characteristics, such as the aero-elasticpropulsion coupling, the elevator-to-lift coupling, the thrust-pitch coupling, the structural ﬂexibility effects and so on. Yet as mentioned in
[3], [15], and [19], it is the presence of these characteristics that makes
AHSVs different from conventional aircrafts and hence the control
problem challenging. Therefore, there exists a signiﬁcant need for the
control design on a high-ﬁdelity AHSV model by means of output feedback.
Focusing on this issue, a novel observer-based control scheme using
immersion and invariance (I&I) methodology [27], [29] is proposed
for the model developed by Bolender and Doman [30]. Derived from
ﬁrst principles, this AHSV model contains plenty of interactions between the aerodynamics, propulsion system, and structural dynamics.
Compared to the classical order-reduction methods, one great advantage of I&I is to add an extra term to the observer and this new term
can be appropriately selected to deal with general nonlinear systems.
Moreover, this extra degree of freedom in observer design allows for
assigning prescribed stable dynamics to the state observer error, which
means the transient performance of the observe errors is adjustable to
some extent. This method has been shown to be effective for many academic and engineering cases [27], [31], [32].
The main contribution of this paper is to present a robust output
feedback control of AHSV under the assumption that only the states
corresponding to velocity, altitude and pitch rate are measurable.
Section II introduces two forms of AHSV model and presents the
control objectives. In Section III, I&I-based observers are ﬁrst constructed to provide asymptotically stable estimates of the ﬂight-path
angle and angle of attack, then output feedback controller design
using the estimates of the unmeasured states is presented, along with
analysis of the closed-loop system stability. Section IV demonstrates
the performance of the proposed output feedback control scheme in
comparison with the full-state one. Finally, conclusions are contained
in Section V.
II. VEHICLE MODEL
Two forms of the ﬁrst-principle model (FPM) are considered here as
in [19]. One is the high-ﬁdelity model for simulation, and the other is
a simpliﬁed model for control design.
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A. Simulation Model
The FPM is presented here as the simulation model. It comprises ﬁve
rigid-body state variables, namely, velocity , altitude , ﬂight-path
angle (FPA) , angle of attack (AOA) and pitch rate , as well as a
ﬂexible state vector
corresponding to the
ﬁrst three vibrational modes. Assuming a ﬂat earth and unit vehicle
depth, the longitudinal dynamics of AHSV can be described by [9]
and [19]
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
The control inputs are fuel equivalence ratio , elevator deﬂection ,
and canard deﬂection , which enter through the aerodynamic forces
and moment. The thrust , lift , drag , pitch moment , and generalized forces
are given by
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)
, are the dynamic pressure, reference area and reference
where
length, respectively. The coefﬁcients are obtained using curve-ﬁtted
approximations, which are expressed as

(12)
B. Simplification of the FPM for Control Design
The control design directly on the FPM would be a formidable work
due to the complex interactions coming along with the high ﬁdelity.
Therefore, a simpliﬁcation of the FPM (SFPM) should be made. First,
the ﬂexible dynamics and the dependence of the drag on the elevator are
removed, but their effects are taken as perturbations and will be evaluated in simulation [9], [15], and [19]. Then, the canard is assigned to
deal with the non-minimum phase behavior which stems from the explicit dependence of the aerodynamic lift on the elevator. The deﬂection of the canard is designed to be ganged with the elevator deﬂection
as
, where
is a negative gain [15]. After these two steps,
a more manageable AHSV model for control design is obtained. This
model, known as SFPM, is described by rigid-body dynamics (1)–(5),
with the expressions of the forces and moments shown as
(13)
(14)
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Assumption 3: From Assumption 2, it follows that the control auis much smaller than that of , i.e.,
.
thority of
A. Observer Design for FPA and AOA
Using limited state information, I&I method is employed in this section to design observers to estimate and , which are difﬁcult to obtain in an actual hypersonic ﬂight. The whole estimates of and are
and
, respectively. Note that in contrast with
deﬁned as
is added to the estimates
the classical observer design, a new term
here. The advantage offered by this additional part will be shown in the
following. The observation errors are described as

Fig. 1. The overall structure of the output feedback control system.

(18)
(15)
(16)

Using (3), (4) and the expressions of the coefﬁcients in (13)–(17), the
dynamics of the observation errors are given by

where

(19)
where

(17)
Although simpliﬁed, the SFPM does retain the dominant features of
the FPM, while providing analytical convenience as well. Because the
deﬂection of the canard is chosen to be ganged with the elevator deﬂection, there are only two control inputs, fuel equivalence ratio and
elevator deﬂection , left to determine. For increased ﬁdelity, the elevator here is modeled as a ﬁrst order system with a deﬂection limit of
rad and a rate limit of
rad/s [9], while the fuel equivalence ratio is modeled as a second-order system with a natural frequency of 20 rad/s, a damping factor of 0.7, and an amplitude interval
of [0.05,1.5]. The objective of this research is to determine these two
inputs to achieve accurate tracking for the velocity and altitude command in the assumption that only the states corresponding to velocity,
altitude and pitch rate are measurable, with robust performance against
the model uncertainties as well.

is employed for notational convenience. Choose the function form of
as
, where
is the altitude tracking error. In view
of (19), the dynamics of and can be assigned as

(20)
Substituting (20) and

into (19) yields
(21)

Note now the nonlinear functions
and
are chosen to guarantee
and
are stable. This results in a great advantage
the dynamics of
for the I&I based design over the existing ones. It can be seen that this
extra degree of freedom, namely the design of , allows a relatively
ﬂexible construction of the dynamics. Consider the function
(22)

III. OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROLLER DESIGN
Now, we consider the issue that only the regulated outputs, and
, as well as the pitch rate, are available for feedback. The scheme
to address this issue here is to reconstruct the full states of the system
through the estimations of the unmeasurable states. The dynamics of
the SFPM are ﬁrst divided into two functional subsystems, the velocity
and the altitude subsystems [19]. Then, controllers are designed for
each subsystem. Based on nonlinear dynamic inversion, the velocity
subsystem is controlled though the thrust by means of the fuel equivalence ratio. Observer-based dynamic surface control is applied to the
altitude subsystem for its cascaded structure, where the elevator deﬂection is used as the primary effector. In both designs, the unmeasurable
states are replaced by their estimates from the I&I-based observers. The
overall structure of the control system is shown in Fig. 1.
To begin with, the following assumptions are made.
Assumption 1: The actual velocity value is bounded for the physical
limits of the engine thrust.
Assumption 2 [17], [19]: The ﬂight-path angle and angle of attack are quite small during the hypersonic ﬂight, which justify the
following approximations:

where

. Its time-derivative along (21) satisﬁes

(23)
Notably,
will be negative-deﬁnite if the following partial differential equalities hold,
(24)
where

. This can be achieved by selecting
(25)
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C. Output Feedback Controller Design for the Altitude Subsystem

Substituting (25) into (23) yields
(26)
hence
bounded and

. This ensures all trajectories of the system (19) are
converge to zero.

Note that the mapping between and
cording to (2). So, the FPA command
by using
altitude demand

is an accurate bijection accan be generated from the

(35)

B. Output Feedback Controller Design for the Velocity Subsystem
Deﬁne the velocity tracking error as
expressions of and , the dynamics of

. Using (1) and the
can be written as
(27)

where

Note that Assumption 2 is used here. Now, select the stabilizing signal
as
(28)

. Notably we would have the altitude
if
where
could track . In the remainder of this section, a control law with
making track
is completed in three steps. Yet the actual value of
is unmeasurable. So its estimate from the observer described in the
above is used to replace it since the estimate asymptotically converges
to the true value. Namely, the control objective is to make the estimate
of FPA track . This is also the same case for the AOA tracking.
Step 1: Using (20), (25), and Assumption 3, the dynamics of the
for the output feedback control
FPA tracking error
system can be written as
(36)
where

where
Note the terms
and
do not have unmeasurable states and can
be obtained in real time. Select the virtual control as
(37)
where
and
will be deﬁned in the next step. In order to
avoid the analytic calculation of the virtual control , which is needed
in the following step. We pass through the ﬁrst-order ﬁlter to generate
and , i.e.,
new signals

Substituting (28) into (27) yields

(38)

(29)
where

Deﬁne the compensated FPA tracking error as

and

(39)
where
(40)
is employed for notational convenience. To generate achievable signal
is passed through a second-order ﬁlter

Using (36), (37), and (40), we have

(30)

(41)

is the amplitude saturation function for the fuel equivwhere
alence ratio.
Deﬁne now the compensated velocity tracking error as

where
is the compensated AOA tracking error and will be discussed in the following.
is the new variable to be tracked. Deﬁne the AOA
Step 2: Now,
tracking error as
, whose dynamics are

(31)

(42)

where
Using (29) and (32), the dynamics of

(32)

where

(33)

Select the intermediate virtual control

can be written as

Since is achievable by the engine system, it can be assumed
can be written as
Therefore, the dynamics of

as

.

(43)

(34)

where
and
will be deﬁned in the next step. Again, we
and
,
pass through the ﬁrst-order ﬁlter to generate new signals
i.e.,

Note that the system (34) has an asymptotically stable equilibrium
at the origin when
and
.

(44)
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Deﬁne the compensated AOA tracking error as

where
(45)

where
(46)
Using (43), (44) and (46), we have

(47)
where
is the compensated pitch rate tracking error and will be
discussed in the following.
is determined to make the
Step 3: Now, the elevator deﬂection
. The pitch rate tracking error is deﬁned as
pitch rate track
. Using (5) and the expressions of the coefﬁcients in (13)–(17),
we have
(48)
where

In view of (48), the stabilizing signal

can be chosen as
(49)

where

and

Again, we have
since
is achievable by the elevator
can be written as
system. So the dynamics of
(54)
and
Note from (34), (41), (47),and (54) that observation errors
at each step can be treated as perturbations. To complete the design,
stable with
it remains to present the whole closed-loop system is
respect to the perturbations. This will be made in the following.
D. Stability Proof for the Output Feedback Control System
Assumption 4: Recalling Assumption 1 and the expression of and
, there exist positive constants
, and
such
, and
that
, where

are employed for notational convenience.
Theorem 1: Consider the system given by (27), (36), (42), and
are globally bounded and
.
(48), and suppose that
Then, there exist dynamic output feedback control laws described in
Section III, which guarantee the following.
stable with respect to
and .
1) The closed-loop system is
.
2)
Proof: Consider the Lyapunov candidate function for the output
feedback control system
(55)
. Its time-derivative along the
where
trajectories of (34), (41), (47), and (54) satisﬁes

Pass
through the ﬁrst-order ﬁlter as discussed before to generate
, i.e.,
achievable signal

(56)

(50)
and
are the amplitude and rate saturation funcwhere
tions for the elevator system, respectively.
Deﬁne the compensated pitch rate tracking error as
(51)
where
(52)
Using (48), (49), and (52), we have
(53)

Using Young’s inequality gives
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where
(56) can be rewritten as
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. Using these inequalities,
(57)

where

According to Assumption 4, there exist positive
and
rendering positive-deﬁnite. Moreover, it follows that
the vector converges to zero from the fact that is bounded and
. Therefore, we have that the closed-loop system is
stable
with respect to the perturbation and
.
, and
are used only
Remark 1: The terms
,
to discuss the existence of the parameters
for guaranteeing the stability of the closed-loop system, as
and
shown below (56). But their speciﬁc values are not needed for controller synthesis.
Remark 2: It should be pointed out that the stability guarantee is for
the compensated tracking errors, yet not for the actual tracking errors.
However, the actual tracking errors would converge to the compensated
converges to
tracking errors once the ﬁltered effect
sufﬁciently large and ,
, sufﬁciently
zero by selecting
small.

Fig. 2. Altitude and velocity tracking performance.

IV. SIMULATION
Simulation results have been presented in this section to verify
the proposed control scheme. All the simulations are performed
on the simulation model described in Section II. The initial
ﬂying state of AHSV in [9] is chosen as
with
. The initial control inputs
. Two representative
are
cases are considered here. One is the comparative simulation between
the full-state feedback controller and the output feedback controller.
The other is the robustness veriﬁcation of the output feedback controller. In both cases, a step-velocity increment of 1000 ft/s and an
altitude increment of 10000 ft from the initial are used as the command
and both the step commands have been ﬁltered through a second-order
preﬁlter to generate the reference trajectory. The preﬁlter here is
chosen to be with a natural frequency of 0.03 rad/s and a damping
factor of 0.95 as done in [19].
A. Comparative Simulation
To illustrate the performance of the proposed output feedback control system, the control laws using separately full-state feedback and
output feedback are ﬁrst conducted on the nominal model, which corresponds to the 50% fuel level. The simulation results are shown in
Figs. 2–5.
Fig. 2 illustrates the tracking performance of both the full-state feedback and output feedback controllers. Rapid and precise tracking of
the altitude and velocity reference commands is observed for both the
two controllers, which is the basic objective of the control system. The
performance of the I&I-based observers is shown in Fig. 3. It can be
noted that the unmeasurable states and are well reconstructed by

Fig. 3. Observer performance.

the estimates
and
. The estimate errors
and
remain small during the entire maneuver and vanish asymptotically. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of the designed observers. Fig. 4 shows
the tracking performance for the intermediate virtual control using the
full-state feedback controller, while Fig. 5 is the one using the output
feedback controller. For the full-state controller, smooth tracking of
and relative to the virtual control inputs
and
can be seen
from Fig. 4. For the output feedback controller, since it is designed in
the assumption that the actual values of and are unmeasurable,
we replace these unknown information with their estimates and design
and
track and ,
control laws to make the estimates
respectively. Fig. 5 shows the tracking is as good as the full-state feedback one, which further implies the accuracy of the reconstruction of
the full-state system by the I&I-based observers. To show the transient
process of the simulation, the local time ﬁgures of the tracking errors
are presented in each ﬁgure. It can be concluded from this comparative
simulation that the full states of the original system are reconstructed
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Fig. 6. Altitude and velocity tracking performance (with measurement noise).

Fig. 4. FPA, AOA, and pitch rate tracking performance (full-state feedback
control).

Fig. 5. FPA, AOA, and pitch rate tracking performance (output feedback
control).

reasonably through the use of observers and the proposed output feedback control system is effective.
B. Robustness Verification
Generally, there exist various uncertainties in AHSV dynamics and
it is often assumed that all the coefﬁcients of the FPM are subject to
uncertainty, except some obvious parameters [19]. For simplicity but
without loss of generality, only the measurement noise in the velocity,
altitude and pitch rate, the structure parameter variation due to fuel
consumption, and the uncertainty of the aerodynamic coefﬁcients are
taken into account here.
First the performance of the proposed observer against the measurement noise is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. To be more representative, random
noise and periodic noise are both considered here. It is assumed that the
velocity and pitch rate channel are affected by Gaussian noise, while

Fig. 7. Observer performance against measurement noise.

the altitude channel is affected by sinusoidal noise [28]. Fig. 6 illustrates the proposed controller provides stable tracking of the reference
trajectories, while Fig. 7 shows the proposed observer exhibits good
robustness against the measurement noise.
Then, the uncertain aerodynamic coefﬁcients are modeled as
, where
and
are the nominal value and the uncertainty of the aerodynamic coefﬁcient respectively. Here, we choose
a relatively aggressive situation in which the lift and thrust are made
30% decrease from their nominal values yet the drag and pitch moment
are made 30% increase simultaneously. Moreover, to verify the robustness against fuel consumption, the proposed output feedback control
law is carried out on four non-nominal fuel conditions, which are corresponding to the 0%, 30%, 70%, and 100% fuel level, respectively.
Simulation results are shown in Figs. 8–12. Only tracking performance
for the altitude and velocity reference commands, the deﬂections of the
control inputs, as well as the observer performance are shown here.
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Fig. 8. Altitude and velocity tracking performance (fuel level 0% and 30% with
parameter uncertainty).

Fig. 9. Control inputs:
uncertainty).

, and

(fuel level 0% and 30% with parameter

Other results are omitted for brevity and their similarity as the nominal results. Fig. 8 is the tracking behavior of the controlled system
for 0% and 30% fuel levels, while Fig. 10 is for 70% and 100% fuel
levels. Good tracking performance relative to the altitude and velocity
reference commands is observed in each condition. Stable and damped
behaviors of the observer are shown in Fig. 12. Note, however, the altitude and velocity tracking errors, as well as the estimation of the FPA
and AOA, behave slight oscillations at the beginning of the maneuvers,
which is particularly obvious with 100% fuel condition. This is mainly
because of the off-trim initial conditions for the varied vehicle mass.
Nonetheless, the tracking errors for all conditions remain several orders smaller than the reference commands and vanish asymptotically.
The deﬂections of the control inputs for each fuel level are shown in
Figs. 9 and 11. It can be seen that the control energy is reasonable for
each condition and large initial control effort is required to address the
off-trim initial conditions. Moreover, Figs. 9 and 11 also reveal that
the control energy spent to achieve the tracking increases as the fuel
level increases. This is as expected since a higher fuel level means a
higher mass of the vehicle. Therefore, the simulation results illustrate
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Fig. 10. Altitude and velocity tracking performance (fuel level 70% and 100%
with parameter uncertainty).

Fig. 11. Control inputs:
uncertainty).

, and

(fuel level 70% and 100% with parameter

Fig. 12. Observer performance (fuel level 0%, 30%, 70% and 100% with parameter uncertainty).
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that the proposed control system meets the performance requirements
for tracking the velocity and altitude command with good robustness.
V. CONCLUSION
A new scheme to address the problem of output feedback control for
AHSVs is presented in this paper. The interest here is to achieve robust
velocity and altitude tracking of an AHSV under the assumption that its
ﬂight-path angle and angle of attack are unmeasurable. Observer backstepping theory is used to construct the architecture of the whole control system. First, observers using I&I method are constructed to provide asymptotically stable estimates of the unmeasurable states. Then,
dynamic surface technique is applied to the new system in which the
unmeasured states have been replaced by their estimates from the obstable with
servers. Finally, the closed-loop system is shown to be
respect to the state estimation errors, which overcomes the limitation
of the separation principle. Representative simulations are performed
whose results show that the proposed output feedback scheme is as effective as the full-state feedback one and remarkably robust against the
model uncertainties. Future work will include combining the I&I-based
observer with other control methods to improve the control performance from different aspects, and comparing it to the adaptive controllers [4], [16], [33], [34].
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